CABINETS AND
STORAGE SOLUTIONS

FROM
CLUTTER...TO CLEAN
When you’re busting at the seams with stuff, Garage Masters has a multitude
of solutions to take that stuff and organize it the right way. We provide cabinets,
PVC slat wall systems and accessories. Whether it’s your tools, sports equipment,
or all the things you’ve been meaning to put out for your next garage sale, take
your space back with storage solutions which fit your budget.

garagemasters.ca

FUSION PRO SERIES

Get the best of both worlds with our new
FUSION cabinet series. We took a heavy duty
tool chest and added it to the mix for the perfect
combination of storage space. These cabinets
are jam-packed with quality features such as
solid core aluminum handles, stainless steel ball
bearing drawer slides, corrosion-resistant powder
coat finish, dual wall doors, and a stainless steal
work surface.

WORK SURFACE
Choose from a traditional stationary workbench
or the mobile work station. The 1.5inches
stainless steel work surface has a multi-layer
core for increased strength. Our work surface
fits with the tool chest or work bench.

RUGGED CONSTRUCTION
These sturdy cabinets are manufactured from a
combination of solid 18 and 22 gauge steel, then
finished in a durable blue satin powder-coat. Feel
the quality difference with the substantial dual
wall doors – with soft close, zero clearance hinges
to prevent slamming doors.

TAKE YOUR
GARAGE BACK
Garage Masters storage cabinets are built using
heavy-duty 18-22 gauge steel, these sleek yet
functional storage solutions are available in a
wide variety of colours and finishes.
We also offer a wide range of products to
organize your garage and make life a little
easier. Including slatwall, hooks, baskets,
shelves, bins, lifts and hoists.
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CALL US FOR AN ON-SITE ASSESSMENT

204.953.3000
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